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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a univariate linear regression model, how can we measure the contribution of each explanatory 
variable? Assuming that this can be done satisfactorily, how can we extend this measurement to
the multivariate linear regression model? Theil [1] answered the first question by means of 
elementary concepts from statistical information theory. The objective of this note is to generalize 
and illustrate this approach for linear allocation models such as a system of linear demand 
equations. 
2. THE UNIVARIATE  L INEAR REGRESSION MODEL 
Consider a linear regression of Xo on Xt , . . . ,  Xp. The measure to be developed uses simple 
correlations (such as rot) and partial correlations (such as r02.t). We have the identity 
1 - -  R 2 = (1 r2 t ) ( l  r22q) ' ' '  (1 2 - -  - -  - -  r0p.12...(p- 1)), (1) 
where R is the multiple correlation between X0 and Xt , . . . ,  X r Next take logs in (1) to the 
base 2, 
I(R 2) = I(r21) + I(r22 ,) + . . .  r 2 + I(0p.12-.(p-i)), (2) 
where I(x) = -log2(1 - x) for 0 ~< x < 1. For example, if R 2 ---- ½, then I(R 2) = log2 2 = 1 bit; if 
R2 = 3, then I (R  2) = log  2 4 = 2 bits. 
Theil [1] proposed I(R 2) as the information (in bits) on the behavior of X 0 that is provided by 
all p explanatory variables jointly. Equation (2) will then yield a unique additive decompo- 
sition of this total information in terms of the individual explanatory variables, provided we agree 
on a particular ordering of these variables. If there is no such natural ordering, Theil proposes 
to follow Kruskal's suggestion [2] by averaging the information decomposition over all p! 
orderings.~ 
For example, take the demand for textile as described by Theil [3, Chap. 3 and 4]. The dependent 
variable is the log of textile consumption per capita. The two explanatory variables are the logs 
of real income per capita and of the relative textile price; hence there are p! = 2 possible orderings. 
Here R2= 0.974; hence the information provided by the two explanatory variables jointly is 
I(R 2) = 5.29 bits. If income comes before price, identity (2) becomes 5.29 = 0.02 + 5.27; when this 
ordering is reversed, it becomes 5.29 = 3.02 + 2.27. We average 0.02 and 2.27 for income, yielding 
1.14 bits, and 5.27 and 3.02 for price, yielding 4.15 bits, so that the identity becomes 5.29 = 1.14 
(income) + 4.15 (price). The relative price is 4.15/1.14 or about 3.6 times more important han 
income, reflecting the much larger variation over time of the relative textile price than that of per 
capita real income. 
?Research supported in part by the McKethan-Mathedy Eminent Scholar Chair, University of Florida. 
~/Kruskal's measure is different. Although he mentions identity (I), his measure of the relative importance of an independent 
variable in a multiple regression does not involve the multiple correlation R. 
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3. A MULTIVARIATE EXTENSION 
We replace the simple variate Xo of our earlier discussion by q variates. Thus, we have two sets 
of variates, Xt . . . . .  Xp and YL . . . . .  Yq, say. The extension of the multiple correlation R is a set 
of canonical correlations R~/> Re >i • • • >I Rm >i 0, where m = min(p, q).t Since Ri is the correlation 
coefficient of the ith canonical variate of the Xs and the ith canonical variate of the Ys, the 
information identity (2) is directly applicable in two different ways, so that the Xs and Ys are 
treated symmetrically: 
I (R 2) = i(r2y:) + I(r2y:.,) + + 2 • " " I(ry~12(r - D) (3) 
and 
I(R~) = I(r2~,,) + I(r22.t)) + . . "  + I(r2q.12._(q_ i)). (4) 
In (3), y~ stands for the ith canonical variate of the Ys; the observed X variates are indicated by 
their subscripts 1 . . . . .  p as in (2). In (3) we regard I(R~) as the information (in bits) on the ith 
canonical variate of the Ys that is provided by the p observed X variates, whereas in (4) we view 
the same I(R~) as the information on the ith canonical variate of the Xs (indicated by x3 that is 
provided by the observed Y variates (indicated by 1 . . . .  , q). When there is neither a natural 
ordering of the observed Xs nor of the observed Ys, we average over all p! or q! orderings; an 
example follows now. 
4. THE INFORMATION TABLEAU OF A L INEAR DEMAND MODEL 
We proceed to apply these ideas to a first-difference form of the Deaton-Muellbauer AIDS 
model, 
AWkt = flkDQt + ~ ):kjDpyt + F.kt , (5) 
where Awkt is the change in the budget share of good k from year t - 1 to year t, DQt is the 
log-change in real income (the Divisia volume index of total consumption per capita) and Dp:t is 
the price log-change of good j. Thus, (Xt . . . . .  Xp) is here (DQt, Dpl, . . . . .  Dpn,) and (YI, • • •, Yq) 
becomes (Awt, . . . . .  Aw~,) so that (3) and (4) become 
I(R~) r 2 2 2 = I(ryi2.1) "~- I)-12...n), I( y : )+ "'" + I ( rm+ (6) 
2 I(R~) = I(r~,,) + l(r~,2.,) +... + l(rx,~.,2...(n-i)), (7) 
where xl is the ith canonical variate of (DQ,, Dpl  t . . . . .  Dpn,) and y~ is the ith canonical variate of 
(Awl, . . . . .  Awn,). 
The data used are those presented by Finke [4] for n = 10 goods, listed in the first column of 
the information tableau (Table 1), for the 25-year period 1952-1977 in the Netherlands. Thus, 
p=l l  and q=10 so that m=min(p ,q )= lO,  but there are only nine positive canonical 
correlations: Rm = R~0 = 0 because of the adding-up constraint Y~k AWkt = 0 (which follows from 
Y'kWk, = 1). The positive canonical correlations are Ri = 0.988, 0.911, 0.787, 0.691, 0.539, 0.463, 
0.333, 0.166, and 0.074.:~ The corresponding information values I(R~) are shown at the top of Table 
1, together with their sum, 
T = ~ I (R~)= - ~ log2(1 - R,.2), 
i=1 i=1 
(8) 
?We assume here that all canonical correlations are less than 1, although unit values do occur when there are identities 
involving both sets of variates (as is the case in the Rotterdam model, where the left-hand variables add up to the 
log-change in income on the right). 
~Since model (5) contains no constant terms, all second-order moments used in calculating canonical correlations are 
moments around zero (rather than around the mean). 
The information tableau of a linear allocation model 
Table 1. Information tableau (in bits) 
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r t(~) t(s~) l(R]) I(R, 2) t(Sl) t(Ri) t(S, ~) t(Ri) t(R~) 
16.76 6.38 3.49 2.23 1.69 1.12 0.90 0.58 0.26 0.11 
Income and price changes 
Income change 1.77 0.70 0.45 0.06 0.02 0.24 0.26 0.03 0.01 0.00 
Price change of 
Food 1.63 0.95 0.14 0.03 0.29 0.05 0.03 0.01 0.12 0.01 
Beverages, tobacco 1.44 0.32 0.43 0.32 0.03 0.04 0.24 0.03 0.02 0.00 
Clothing, footwear 0.69 0.28 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.01 0.02 
Gross rent, fuel 2.25 0.76 0.75 0.05 0.34 0.26 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.01 
House furnishings 0.98 0.28 0.09 0.13 0.35 0.02 0.04 0.01 0.04 0.02 
Medical care 1.16 0.68 0.23 0.08 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.08 0.00 0.01 
Transportation 1.07 0.13 0.13 0.02 0.45 0.24 0.06 0.01 0.02 0.02 
Recreation 1.79 0.64 0.44 0.46 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.08 0.03 0.01 
Education 2.15 0.97 0.30 0.66 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.13 0.00 0.00 
Other 1.84 0.67 0.44 0.35 0.11 0.11 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.00 
Entropy 3.39 3.28 3.19 2.78 2.67 2.88 2.91 3.00 2.51 3.11 
Budget share changes 
Food 2.01 1.19 0.19 0.17 0.10 0.19 0.07 0.07 0.02 0.01 
Beverages, tobacco 1.22 0.31 0.15 0.25 0.12 0.06 0.10 0.21 0.02 0.00 
Clothing, footwear 1.53 0.36 0.64 0.19 0.10 0.12 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.02 
Gross rent, fuel 1.68 0.28 0.91 0.09 0.22 0.08 0,05 0.02 0.01 0.02 
House furnishings 1.20 0.37 0.26 0.11 0.10 0.08 0.19 0.04 0.04 0.02 
Medical care 2.95 2.20 0.22 0.10 0.09 0.24 0,03 0.05 0.02 0.00 
Transportation 1.85 0.35 0.53 0.09 0.73 0.04 0,06 0.02 0.02 0.00 
Recreation 1.69 0.74 0.37 0.21 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.10 0.08 0.01 
Education 1.37 0.29 0.07 0.66 0.06 0.22 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 
Other 1.25 0.30 0.15 0.37 0.04 0.03 0.30 0.02 0.01 0.02 
Entropy 3.26 2.86 2.98 2.99 2.71 3.01 2.77 2.84 2.97 3.00 
which may be viewed as the total  amount  of  in fo rmat ion  that either set o f  variates yields about  
the other. This  T, equal  to 16.76 bits in this case, is a logar i thmic vers ion of  Hote l l ing 's  vector 
a l ienat ion coefficient [5].t 
The upper  part  o f  Tab le  1 displays the decompos i t ion  (6) for each i, averaged over all (n + 1)! 
order ings of  the income and price changes, while the lower part  does the same for (7);5 the entries 
in the co lumn under  T are obta ined  by add ing all other  entries in the same row. Several features 
should be noted.  For  example,  Food  and  Medical  care are the largest cont r ibutors  to T in the lower 
part  o f  the table. This  is not  surpris ing, given the large decl ine of  the budget  share of  Food  (from 
0.34 to 0.18) and  the large increase in the budget  share of  Medical  care ( f rom 0.03 to 0.11); the 
effect for Food  results f rom Engel 's  law, that for Medical  care f rom its large price increase 
(exceeding that  o f  all other  goods). 
Pursu ing  these two cont r ibut ions  to T a little further  (2.01 bits for Food ,  2.95 bits for Medical  
care), we note  that they largely result f rom the cont r ibut ions  to I(R~) in the next co lumn (1.19 and 
2.20 bits). This  is usual ly  the case, but  it is not  always so. For  example,  in the upper  part  o f  the 
table the largest cont r ibut ion  of  the price change of  t ranspor ta t ion  is to I(R~), not  to I(R2t). 
Also, there is a tendency toward  "compensat ion"  when we sum the cont r ibut ions  to I(R~) over 
i in order  to obta in  the cont r ibut ions  to T. A simple way o f  measur ing  this is by means  of  the 
ent ropy  o f  these contr ibut ions .  More  specifically, average (7) over all n ! order ings of  the n budget  
share changes; then divide both  sides by I(R~) so that we obta in  the share s~j o f  the budget  share 
change of  good j in the in fo rmat ion  I(R~). The ent ropy  Hi o f  these shares is def ined as 
H l ---- -- ~ S~ log 2 Sq, (9) 
jffil 
tUnder the additional assumption ofjoint multinormality onthe Xs and Ys, this Tis proportional to the expected mutual 
information of the two sets of variates (but note that we do not assume normality here). We add that Tinsley et al. 
[6] developed similar concepts for the loss of indicator information that results from the aggregation of monetary 
variables, although they did not provide the link (8) with canonical correlation theory. 
~:The linear dependence of the budget share changes implies that the partial correlation i  the last term of (7), and hence 
this term itself, are both zero. The simplest way to compute the information tableau is to delete one of the n budget 
share changes. The question of which good is selected for this role affects neither the canonical correlations nor the 
information decomposition (6), but it does affect (7). However, we need (7) only after averaging over all n! orderings. 
The appropriate procedure is to delete the budget share change of good i, to average the information decomposition 
over the (n - 1)! orderings of all goods other than the ith, to repeat his for i ffi I . . . . .  n, and finally to average these 
n averages. 
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which varies between zero (when one s o equals 1 and--hence--al l  others are zero) and log2 n -- log2 
10 = 3.32 bits (when all s~ are equal to 1/n). These entropies are shown in the bottom line of Table 
1, together with Hr--- 3.26 bits which is obtained from (9) by substituting srj for s U, srj being the 
share o f j  in T. In the last line of the upper half of Table 1 we have the analogous entropies for 
the income and price changes, based on (6) rather than (7); here the upper limit is log2 11 = 3.46 
bits. Note that the two entropies in the column below T are considerably closer to their upper limit 
than the other entropies in the same row. This shows that there is more diversity among the 
contributions to T, thus confirming the tendency toward compensation that was mentioned at the 
beginning of this paragraph. 
We shall not pursue the entries of this particular information table further, since it should be 
obvious that model (5) is overparameterized for n = 10 goods and 25 years of data.~" The 
information table provides a number of interesting descriptive statistics; it should be viewed as a 
multivariate xtension of the simple decomposition 5.29 = 1.14 (income) +4.15 (price) that we 
obtained at the end of Section 2. The methodology can be applied to any univariate or multivariate 
linear regression model. 
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